CITY
‘Rahul’s relatives broke my cars’
THREE-DAY REMAND FOR MADANLAL JAIN

AhmedabadMirror

Madanlal Jain, main accused in Surat’s Rs 10,000 crore hawala scam, was sent to three-day remand by Principal Sessions Judge SC Srivastav.
Officials from Directorate of Revenue Intelligence had produced Jain in the court on Friday and demanded a seven-day remand. The court had
kept the order pending then.
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Premchandnagar hit-and-run case

Deceased Shivam Dave’s sister alleges supporters of Ghanshyam Patel came with hammers and damaged her two vehicles
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T

he Premchandnagar hit-andrun case took an ugly turn on
Sunday with the sister of one of
the victims alleging that supporters of the other victim’s
family damaged her vehicles and
threatened her. Binita Sharma (27),
deceased Shivam Dave’s sister, has alleged in her complaint to Vastrapur
police that glass panes of her two cars
were shattered by persons owing allegiance to Ghanshyam Patel, victim
Rahul Patel’s father.

NIGHT ATTACK

Soon after her father Premshankar
Dave left to catch a train to Pune, Binita had stepped out to take her dog Tyson for a walk on Sunday night.
Around 10 pm when she was climbing
the stairs to her fourth floor apartment
she heard the sound of shattering
glass. As she rushed down she saw
some persons pounding her car windows with hammers. She raised an
alarm and they scooted.
All the windows of both the cars
were damaged. Along with neighbours who had gathered hearing the
commotion, the 27-year-old woman

CCTV grab shows one of the assailants (left) going to pick a hammer

The smashed Renault Duster that the Daves had bought recently
checked footage of CCTV camera fitted just outside Sagar Apartment, opposite Sarthi Hotel in Vastrapur and
filed a case with Vastrapur police.
Vastrapur PI M K Rana said, “We
have lodged a complaint and started
probe. We have also sourced CCTV
footage and will investigate it. The

woman has not identified the culprits,
but has alleged that it was carried out
by Ghanshyambhai’ supporters.”
Binita told Mirror, “When I was
climbing the stairs after returning
from a walk, our dog Tyson ran up the
floors, while I was on the first floor
when I heard the sound of shattering

glass. I peeked out of the first floor and
saw three to four persons going bang
bang with hammers at my new car, Renault Duster that we had bought recently, and Maruti 800 glass. As I
rushed down shouting who’s there
and why are you damaging our vehicles, one of the guys who was masked,
came threateningly at me and held me
by my neck. Since our streetlight had
conked off I couldn’t see his face, but
he placed a sharp weapon against me
and said this was the result of not heeding to Ghanshyambhai’s advice. This

is just the beginning, see what happens next. They then fled the spot. I
was shaken.”

CCTV FOOTAGE CRUCIAL

Meanwhile, Binita and the neighbours gathered and checked the CCTV
footage. “We found that one of them
had picked up a hammer from a nearby parotha house, while the others
were present in a silver Swift car. I have
identified one of Ghanshyambhai’s
supporters who was present on court
campus at the last hearing.”

Record number from Gujarat at IITGn
Since its inception five years ago, 21 students made it to the premier institute this year, the third highest in the country
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I feel lucky to be
in IIT. I tried to
get admission to
IIT-Mumbai but
was not successful. However, I
am happy to get into IITGn. I just
want to get a good job to help my
family and siblings

C

all them technology-driven or
wanting to join an elite engineering college, a growing
number of students especially
from Gujarat are making their way into Indian Institute of Technology
Gandhinagar (IITGn). In the past six
years, their numbers have doubled.
From 10 students from state out of total 108 gaining entry into IITGn in
2009, 21 Gujarat students out of total
142 made it to the premier institute
this year, the third highest in the
country.
Commenting on it, Dean (Academic Affairs) at IITGn, Amit Prashant
said, “We are happy that the numbers
are increasing. This shows the awareness among students from Gujarat.”
On asking if the participation of Gujarat was satisfactory, the dean said, “I
think it’s good as these students not
only applied at IITGn but also at other
IITs. This allows them to explore other
centres and vice-versa for students
from other states at our centre. It’s celebrating diversity.”
One such student is Parth Dabhi,

ASHWINI NAGERA
Student of IITGn

Students and parents at the orientation at IIT Gandhinagar
17, resident of Chandkheda who
cleared JEE and took admission at
IITGn in mechanical engineering.
Talking to Mirror, he said, “Along with
12th science I took coaching for a year
to prepare for JEE. However, we would
have been happy if there were more
students from Gujarat cracking JEE.”
Dabhi’s father works with BSNL
and his elder sister is a medical stu-

dent. He wants to become an academician and wants to pursue PhD in mechanical engineering.
Likewise, 17-year-old Harsh Modi
from Mehsana has taken admission in
mechanical engineering. Son of a labour contractor at Aman Apolo Co in
Mehsana, Harsh wants to become an
aerospace engineer. “I wanted admission at IIT-Mumbai but my scores

didn’t allow me to get in there. However, I am happy to be at IITGn.”
On awareness about IITs in Gujarat, Harsh said, “There is hardly any
awareness among students of Gujarat
about IITs. However, with proper
coaching any student can crack JEE to
get into IITs.”

LONE GIRL FROM GUJARAT

Ashwini Nagera (17) from Vadodara is
the only girl from Gujarat to have
joined IITGn this year. Ashwini had
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scored 157 in JEE and chose electrical
engineering as her career. Ashwini,
who sounded super confident while
talking to media, wants to
get into IIMA after finishing her engineering. “I feel lucky to be in IIT.
Though I tried to get admission to IITMumbai, I am happy to get into
IITGn.”
Ashwini is the eldest sibling and has a
younger sister and a brother in class 10
and 6 respectively.
“I just want to get a good job to help
my family and siblings,” she said. She
comes from a humble background
and her father works for a private company with a monthly income of
around Rs 40,000.

